
What are petroglyphs?

Petroglyphs' (Grk. Petro - rock ,
g/yp/7e//?—carve) are found on
many desert rock surfaces. Early
people, living in the desert at
times of much wetter and cooler

climates, cut them into the patina,
exposing the lighter rock beneath.
Their exact individual meaning is
still debated. Older petroglyphs
tend to be darker as the patina
has had longer to build up again.
Relative dating of the petroglyphs
can be done by isolating the bio
logical matter under the patina.
The oldest petroglyphs in the
Mojave region are thousands of
years old.
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Where are petroglyphs?

Petroglyph sites are carefully pro
tected. Some sites are docu

mented, but many remain to be
researched, so their
preservation is very important.

Typically, petroglyph sites occur
on relatively smooth, desert var
nish covered surfaces that were

large enough to provide early
people with a 'canvas' upon
which to work. It is usually the
vertical surfaces that have been

used for petroglyphs. Often they
are prominently displayed on the
sides of rock outcrops. Many
kinds of rock develop desert var
nish, though fine-grained rock
material makes for the smoothest

surfaces. The softer volcanic

rocks, and the coarser granitic
rocks provide less desirable
working surfaces, though petro
glyphs do occur on almost all
useable surfaces. In these same

places, one may also see
'pictograpbs'. These are similar
to petroglyphs, but are painted on
the rock surfaces, often with a red
dye.
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Your responsibility.

What is known of early people
has been gathered by experts
from the artifacts that remain,
from historical records, ethno
graphic data and Native American
tribes. Archaeological research
ers assemble evidence, much like

a detective. The desert is very
large, every bit of evidence could
be important. Enjoy petroglyph
sites, wonder about their origins
take photos, but it is your respon
sibility to preserve the heritage of
these desert lands. Disturbing,
removing or defacing heritage
materials, such as petroglyphs,
is a federal offense.

Remember,

Tread Lightly!
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In the desert, you may have
noticed some areas on
which all the surface rocks
are black and shiny. There
are also rocks, that are
coated white.

Why Is that? Let's explore!
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